Confusion and diffusion suggested by Claude Shannon are two techniques that symmetric key ciphers should satisfy to prevent cryptanalysis. Diffusion dissipates the statistical properties of the plaintext over the whole ciphertext. For a block cipher, each bit of the output ciphertext block changes with probability one half for any flipped bit in the input plaintext block, implying the cipher to have good diffusion properties. This definition with slight modification can also be applied to stream ciphers but here it is enough to make sure the following: (i) to ensure an overall change in the output keystream with probability half for any flipped bit in the key-IV bit sequence, and (ii) to verify that every bit in the output keystream changes with probability one half for any single bit flip in the key-IV bit sequence. Here we insist on using these tests together for measuring diffusion in stream ciphers. Based on this we have examined the level of diffusion exhibited by some of the eSTREAM candidates and the result is given in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
The demand on information security has increased extensively due to the sensitivity of information being exchanged over the public communication channels. Unlike block ciphers, stream ciphers have no standard model for their design and analysis, which leads to cryptographers constructing various models for stream ciphers. From the security perspective, several stream ciphers are found to be vulnerable to cryptanalysis, many of which are statistical analysis 1 . In cryptography, confusion and diffusion are two properties of the operation of a secure cipher which were identified by Claude Shannon 2 . In a block cipher with good diffusion, if one bit of the plaintext is changed, then the ciphertext changes in an unpredictable manner. Cryptographic diffusion test is a kind of statistical test that evaluates a stream cipher or a block cipher for diffusion. The strict avalanche criterion (SAC) builds on the concepts of completeness and avalanche and was introduced by Webster and Tavares 8 . A statistical test for randomness called the SAC test for pseudorandom number generators was presented by Castro 3 , et al. Turan 4 introduced some structural tests that consider the relation between key-IV and keystream and one of the tests evaluates the diffusion property in stream ciphers.
Strict Avalanche Criterion of S-boxes
A substitution box (S-box) is an important component used in different cryptographic primitives like stream ciphers, block ciphers, and cryptographic hash functions which provides high nonlinearity if used properly. An m x n S-box 5, 8 is a mapping of 2 2 : n m f Z Z → that maps an n bit to m bit binary sequence. The test for checking diffusion in stream ciphers is a mere generalisation of the definition of avalanche criterion on S-boxes 8 . Now we shall brief avalanche criterion on S-boxes and then relate it with diffusion property in stream ciphers. The avalanche criterion on S-boxes can be measured by the following: avalanche effect, strict avalanche criterion-r (SAC-r) and strict avalanche criterion-c (SAC-c), and completeness.
Criterion 1: Avalanche Effect
An n x m S-box, say n i e = is the 1 bit error vector of n bit length with 1 occupying the i th bit position (1 i n ≤ ≤ ). This means that whenever a single input bit is complemented then on an average one half of the output bits changes (irrespective of the bit positions).
Criterion 2: Strict Avalanche Criterion-r
An n x m S-box exhibits the strict avalanche criterion-r (SAC-r) if and only if This indicates that whenever a single bit in the input to the S-box is complemented then exactly half of the output bits changes. Here, SAC-r implies avalanche effect but the converse need not be true. 
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. This indicates that whenever a single bit in the input to the S-box is complemented then every bit in the output changes with probability of one half. Here SAC-c implies avalanche effect and the converse need not. It is to be noted that SAC-r may not imply SAC-c and vice versa.
Criterion 4: Completeness
An n x m S-box, exhibits the completeness property if and only if e (1 i n ≤ ≤ ). These n weight matrices are enough to measure SAC-r and SAC-c.
The S-box is to satisfy SAC-r, if the Hamming weight of each row in all the n weight matrices equals 2 m . Unlike SAC-r, if the Hamming weight of each columns for all n weight matrices equals 2 n-1 , then the S-box is to satisfy SAC-c.
DIFFUSION PROPERTY IN STREAM CIPHERS
Unlike block ciphers, stream ciphers are said to have good diffusion property if for any single bit flip in the key-IV bit sequence (concatenated bit sequence of key and IV in order) of the cipher corresponding to any fixed key and IV, the keystream changes with probability one half. So, it is enough to verify SAC-r and SAC-c properties for any stream cipher by considering the mapping of the key-IV bit sequence (of size n) to the corresponding output keystream (of length m). preferably for better results the value of m should atleast n, and for simplicity one can choose m = n. Typically, the size of key-IV bit sequence for stream ciphers is atleast double the size of key, which is 80 bits for hardware oriented stream ciphers 10 . Testing SAC-r and SAC-c for stream ciphers by considering it as an S-box of atleast 160 bits is infeasible, since a weight matrix of order 2 ) of inputs from a total of 2 n inputs which are the possible distinct key-IV bit sequences for a stream cipher. For some given input samples, the pseudocodes for measuring the level of diffusion of each bit of the key-IV bit sequence on the keystream of the cipher using SAC-r and SAC-c are given as:
SAC-r Diffusion Test
Consider the n bit length vector e i = (0,0,…..0,1,0,0….,0), where 1 occupies the i th bit position of the vector. Choose a random key-IV bit sequence (k 1 ,k 2 ,…..,k t ,k t+1 ,…..,k n ), where the first t bits represents the key and the remaining bits represents the IV of the stream cipher and then generate an L bit length keystream. XOR the error vector e 1 with (k 1 ,k 2 ,…..,k t ,k t+1 ,… ..,k n ) and use the resultant vector as an input to the stream cipher to generate a new L bit keystream, which is then XORed with the previously generated L bit keystream. Then store the resultant bit stream as a row of a matrix. Repeat this process for N different key-IV bit sequences. The matrix obtained is the weight matrix 1 Here α the significance level is chosen to be 0.01.
Repeat the above process for remaining error vectors e i , i=2,…., n for the same N key-IV bit sequences and apply chi- Return p-value endfor
SAC-c Diffusion Test
Unlike SAC-r, here we find the Hamming weights of each N bit length column of the weight matrix 1 w M . Then we get L integer values corresponding to L columns of the weight matrix which takes values in between 0 and N (both inclusive). These values should follow binomial distribution B(L, ½). The Chi Square goodness of fit test is applied to estimate the distribution of these L values. Fixing the same N random key-IV bit sequences and repeating the above process using all error vectors e i , i=2,….,n and applying Chi-square goodness of fit test for each, will result in n number of p-values. preferably all n number of p-values should take value greater than or equal to 0.01.
Pseudo Code:
Randomly choose key-IV bit sequence as If the cipher fails the above tests corresponding to any error vector e i (i=1,2,…,n), then one can retrace the paths affected by those state register(s) occupied by the i th bit of the key-IV bit sequence and modify the cipher accordingly.
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
The selection of parameters for the above tests are described here. For both SAC-r and SAC-c diffusion tests, n weight matrices each of size 2 16 x 2 20 and 2 20 x 2
16
, respectively are generated corresponding to n error vectors e i (i=1, 2,…, n). For SAC-r diffusion test the Hamming weights of the 2 16 rows for each of the n matrices are individually grouped into 5 categories (as shown in Table 1 ) and are evaluated using chisquare goodness of fit test for binomial distribution. . The bolded i th entry (read row wise) in Table 2 and Table 3 implies that the position(s) (or register(s)) occupied by the i th bit of the key-IV bit sequence in the internal state of the cipher need to be rechecked, as the bit occupying that position in the register does not affect the cipher to cause a change in the keystream. This indicates that these ciphers have poor diffusion for some key/IV bits.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper two new statistical testing methods (SAC-r and SAC-c) are introduced to measure the level of diffusion in the keystream of a stream cipher. A stream cipher should pass both SAC-r and SAC-c diffusion tests for all key/IV bits to confirm proper diffusion. We have noted that stream ciphers grain-80 and Trivium-80 are not passing these tests for few Key/IV bits. Impact of above observations on the security of the ciphers need to be analysed. 
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